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Enjoy the heart-pounding excitement of dune buggy racing in â€˜Sidewinderâ€™. Rio 2012. There are 5 vehicles to choose
from: â€¢Â Dune Buggy:... (Share to social media: Twitter. Check out the azbox video and then download the file..Q: How do I
connect to an existing Wordpress DB with MySQL Workbench? I'm moving a website from an older MySQL version to a newer
one. I also need to move the associated database from the older to the new server and upgrade the MySQL version. I am using
MySQL Workbench. When I click on the 'Connect to Database' option, there is no option for specifying an existing database. I
have tried copying the database from one server and pasting it into the database section of the new server. I have also tried
creating a new database in my new server and selecting it in the Workbench, but no luck so far. What am I doing wrong? A: It
turns out that it's not possible to connect to a MySQL database that you have copied to the new server from an old server.
Workbench will not allow this. I would need to upload a copy of the database I was working on to the new server. Q: Regular
Expression to delete leading spaces in Javascript I know that in regex it is possible to use lookaheads and lookbehinds to check
certain conditions and also in Javascript you can use brackets to match a certain pattern of characters inside a string. I need to
know how can I use that to perform a delete operation on a string. For example, given the string: var str = "This is a test"; I want
a function that will take the string as an input and return me back: var newStr = "This is a test" It must be a regex based solution.
Thank you. A: Use a regex with a negative lookbehind for anything not a space, and then use replace() to replace the space with
an empty string (which is the same as not capturing the space so the negative lookbehind doesn't match). var str = "This is a
test"; var newStr = str.replace(/[^ ]/g
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